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OPTICAL DETECTION OF POLARONS IN HIGH-TC CUPRATES
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ABSTRACT

The optical conductivity <r(uf) of slightly e-doped single-crystals of (Nd,Gd)2CuO4_j,
shows local modes in the fat-infrared as well as a btoad infrared absorption centered
at « 0.1 eV (rf-band). This latter shows a fine structure, in agreement with recent
calculations of Alexandrov et al, which is made up by intense overtones of the local
modes observed in the far-infrared. Similar polaronic structures are shown to exist
in the normal metallic phase of Nd2-*Ce tCu04_y and even in the <r(w) of YBCO
crystals, measured by different authors. The present observations provide evidence
for the existence of small polarons in all materials with a Cu-O plane.

1. Introduction

The infrared reflectivity R(w) of high-Tc materials (HCTS), as measured with
the electric field polarised in the a-b plane, shows features which are common to all
families of cuprates and have been attributed to the optical response of the Cu-O
plane (with contributions from the Cu-O chains in the case of YBCO). In the normal
metallic phase of HCTS, for instance, one systematically observes an anomalous
Drude absorption from quasi-free carriers. This feature has been described in the
literature by two different models, both of which fit the room temperature data.
According to Model A, the corresponding complex conductivity CT(W) can be written1

by means of a Drude term where both the relaxation time r and the effective electron
mass m* are functions of the photon energy hu:

>)]} (1)

According to Model B, the optical conductivity is described2 by means of a normal
Drude term plus n Lorentz oscillators peaked at non-zero frequencies u>i (i = l,..,n):

u

*(«) = ne2r/[m*(l - iwr)} + (w/4*t) £ 5?wJ/K? ~ ̂  ~ ^7,) (2)
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Model B describes better than model A can do, the behavior of the HCTS optical
conductivity as a function of temperature.3 Indeed, two components can be iden-
tified in the real part a{u) o'f a(w). One of them is nearly independent of T and is
peaked in the mid-infrared. The other one, whose width strongly increases with T,
is well described by the normal-Drude term in Eq. (2). Model B is also consistent
with the observations in the insulating phase of HCTS, where one can follow how
cr(u>) changes with doping up to the insulator-to-metal (MIT) transition. Indeed,
in addition to the well-known charge-transfer (CT) interband transition, one finds
both in La2Cu04+y

4 and Nd2Cu04_y,5-6 two well resolved oscillators in the mid-
infrared, at energies which correspond to those of the extra-Drude contributions
in the metallic phase. One of them is the broad mid-infrared (or MIR) band, at
peak energies which vary between ~ 0.5 eV (in the lowest-Tc families) and ~ 0.1 eV
(in the highest-Tc ones).7 The other one is narrower and peaked at ~ 0.1 eV both
in Nd2Cu04_y,5 '6 and La2Cu04+y.8 It has been attributed to defects and named
d-band,5 to magnons (J-band),6 or finally to polarons.8 A band peaked at ~ 0.1 eV
has been also observed in the photoinduced absorption spectra of both YBa2Cu306.3
and Tl2Ba2Cao.98Gd0.o2Cu208, and attributed to polarons.9 At low doping, the oscil-
lator strengths of both the MIR and the d-band grow rapidly with chemical doping.
Then, well below the MIT, the intensity of the MIR saturates.

Energies, intensities and lineshapes of the above Lorentz oscillators are often
found to change with temperature. In pure La2Cu04, the CT band shifts towards
higher energies when temperature decreases from 450 to ~ 150 K, then it remains
constant down to 4 K. As this band also corresponds to a threshold in photocon-
ductivity, such behavior has been interpreted in terms of strong coupling between
the lattice and the carriers created by light absorption.10 As far as the MIR band is
concerned, its behavior with T is more controversial. Changes in the MIR intensity
which were attributed to polaronic effects have been observed in YBCO ceramic
samples,11 where nevertheless spurious mid-infrared contributions may arise from
the orientational disorder of the conducting a-b planes.12 In single crystals of YBCO,
no appreciable T-dependence of the MIR band was detected.13

Finally, a strong temperature dependence of the width,6 and/or the intensity,814

has been reported for the d-band. In the spectra of Refs. 8 and 14, its intensity
"freezes" below ~ 150 K. Moreover the excess spectral weight seems to be transfered
from higher frequencies by a process similar to that induced by increasing doping at
constant temperature.15 In the next Sections we report clearcut evidence that the
d—band is polaronic, and that it survives in the metallic phase of high-Tc cuprates.

2. The insulating phase: local vibrational modes and d-band

In a previous paper14 we have reported evidence for the existence of new modes
in the far-infrared spectrum of Nd2Cu04_y with y > 0, in addition to the 4EU phonons
predicted by group theory for the T' structure of this compound. They are similar to
the Photoinduced Local Modes (PILM) observed by optical injection of charges.16

These local modes (LM) can be easily distinguished from the Eu extended phonons
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by their strong dependence on both T and doping (y). Indeed, the intensity of
LM grows with y (in this case with oxygen reduction) as well as with decreasing
temperature (from 300 K to ~* 150 K, then it remains constant). The optical
conductivity <x(w), once extracted from the measured reflectance R(w) by a Drude-
Lorentz fit, can then be written as:

(3)
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Fig. 1. The optical conductivity (TLM(V) plotted for a Nd2CuO4_y crystal at 20 K. The assignment
of overtone and combination bands is reported in terms of the two fundamental modes 1 and 2.

The additional contribution <TLM{U) is plotted in Fig. 1 for the single crystal
MN22 of Nd2Cu04_y, prepared with a procedure previously described.14 A series of
strong peaks in the far infrared, followed by a broad but structured band (the d-
band) in the mid-infrared, are shown. The frequencies and intensities of all observed
oscillators have been reported for three different Nd2Cu04_y crystals in Refs. 14
and 17. A comparison with the reflectivity of Gd2Cu04_y has been published in
Ref. 17.

Figure 1, together with the set of data reported in Ref. 17, provides four coherent
sets of information on the origin of the LM and of the rf-band, as presented below.

2.1. Frequencies of the local modes

The two lowest LM peak frequencies are u>i — 183 cm"1 and u>2 = 285 cm"1.
Those of all the other peaks observed in Fig. 1 are linear combinations of u\ and w2,
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provided that one includes a small, negative, anharmonic shift which as expected
increases with w». The corresponding assignment is reported in the same Figure,
where overtone or combination bands of the two lowest local modes up to the fourth
order are resolved. The widths* 7, of the overtones increase as u»?. If one continues
to add overtones and combination bands of the two fundamentals and respects the
above law, one easily fits the entire d-band up to 2000 cm"1. It should also be
emphasised that the frequencies of the peaks in Fig. 1 correspond neither to those
of the longitudinal modes of the stoichiometric compound,5 nor to the a - b plane
Raman active modes in the same material. In a recent paper, Alexandrov et al.ls

have shown that the structures observed in the tf-band (Fig. 1) are consistent with
exact calculations of polaron optical conductivity by a finite size Holstein model. In
fact the theoretical <r(u>) exhibits a number of peaks separated by phonon frequencies
and with different spectral weights according to the number of phonons involved.

2.2. Intensity distribution

The intensities of the fundamental modes 1 and 2 are comparable with those of
the extended Ev modes of the lattice. If one considers that the formers are produced
by the introduction of less than 1% oxygen vacancies into the lattice, this can be
explained only by assuming that the LM are associated to strong dipole moments
determined by the excess electric charges. The existence of such infrared-active
modes has been predicted theoretically under the assumption of strong electron-
phonon coupling.19 In turn, the intensities of the overtones which build up the d-band
are comparable with those of the fundamentals, thus providing further evidence for
a strong coupling with the electrons. In fact, when vibrational overtones of order
n are just the result of an anharmonic potential, their intensities are known to
decrease by orders of magnitudes as n increases. On the other hand, let us consider
a small polaron described by a standard single-mode, strong coupling, adiabatic
approach. The optical conductivity will be given by the Reik's formula:18

a(u) « [<2/(2i?pT)][(l - e-»'T)/u>)exp[-(u, - 2Ep)
2/(8EpT)} (4)

where t is an intersite hopping frequency, and Ep is the polaron binding energy.
According to Eq. (4), at low T the maximum absorption will occur at u ~ 2EP,
namely at w ~ no>0,

20 where n > 1 is the number of phonons of frequency w0 which
best approximates the Huang-Rhys factor.

2.3. Average phonon frequency and polaron binding energy

As already mentioned, the intensity of local modes strongly increases with de-
creasing temperature, until it saturates at T « 150 K. This is consistent with a
small polaron model.20 In the present case, two fundamental modes (1 and 2) are
coupled with the charges. In order to use the standard single-mode approach of Eq.
(4) one can introduce a weighted phonon frequency w0 = (/iwpi -I- huP2)/{h + h)- By
averaging over the intensities of three samples with different doping14 at 20 K, one
gets a>o = 237± 10 cm"1. If one introduces into the single-mode model the present
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experimental values for o»0 and for the peak energy of the cf-band, one obtains20 a
polaron binding energy Ep ~ 2o>0 - 470 cm"1. As already noted, the oscillators in the
d-band are much broader than, those at energies lower than 600 cm"1. This suggests
that the latters correspond to the excess electron being localized and vibrating in
a single potential well {t —* 0). The higher order vibrational transitions forming the
d-band would instead promote intersite jumps of the "dressed" electron. This sit-
uation corresponds to a small polaron hopping at frequency t « EPJ

1& in qualitative
agreement with the binding energy calculated by the Reik's formula.
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Fig. 2. The mid-infrared reflectance of a single crystal of I^S^YCujOg+y at 17 K (solid line), 200
K (dotted), and 300 K (dashed). The arrows show the phonon-like peaks in the d-band. Three out
of them correspond to those of Fig. 1. The weak one at 850 cm"1, while expected, was not resolved
in Fig. 1.

t.Jf. Generalisation to all cuprates

Although we have studied in detail Nd2Cu04_y, the above results are quite
general. Indeed, in a previous paper17 we have compared the far-infrared reflectivity
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of this compound with that of a Gd2Cu04_w single crystal. In the latter compound,
the presence of a larger and heavier lanthanide ion displaces the energy of all the Eu

phonon peaks. In contrast, additional peaks are observed, which can be attributed
to local modes and appear at the same frequencies as in the Nd compound. Their
frequencies do not change when a lanthanide atom which determines the in-plane
Cu-0 bond length,20 is replaced. This proves that the LM do not directly involve
the atoms outside the Cu-0 plane and also that these vibrations are indeed "local".
They are produced by a perturbation much stronger than the one caused by the
replacement of the lanthanide ion.

The existence of a polaronic <f-band with phonon-like structures is not restricted
to the family of Nd cuprates, or to e-doped compounds. The mid-infrared reflec-
tivity of a single crystal of insulating Bi2Sr2YCu208+y, is shown in Fig. 2 for three
different temperatures. Close to the in-plane Cu-0 phonon peak21 at 610 cm'1, a
strong d-band is observed, which clearly shows a T-dependent fine structure. One
can notice that between 300 and 200 K the amplitude of the <f-band increases by
a factor of 2, the phonon peak by less than 20%. The energies of the peaks indi-
cated by arrows in Fig. 2 are 705, 775, 850 and 915 cm"1. The first, second and
fourth value correspond within errors to those found in e-doped Nd2Cu04_y and are
assigned to modes 1+2+2, 1+1+1+2, and 1+1+2+2, respectively. The third peak,
at 850~285x3 cm"1, corresponds to the 2+2+2 overtone which was not resolved in
the optical conductivity of Nd2Cu04_y presented in Fig. 1.

3. Polaron bands in the metallic normal phase of HCTS

A central question to be answered is whether the polaron bands observed in
slightly doped insulators may survive in the metallic phase of superconducting
cuprates, where the number of carriers is very large. In Ref. 17 we have reported the
reflectivity of a Ndx.86Ceo.uCuO3.97 single crystal with Tc=19.6 K. At 20 K it shows
a well resolved LM structures both in the far infrared and in the ef-band region.
Moreover, a deep minimum in R(w) appears at low T around 450 cm"1. According
to a preliminary analysis, this spectrum results from the superposition of a Drude
term with plasma frequency u>p ~ 2000 cm"1 and r ~ 100 cm"1, with a polaronic
band similar in shape and peak frequency to the one found in the semiconducting
samples. The similarity between crz,M(w) in Fig. 1 and the extra-Drude contributions
found in a film of Ndi.85Ceo.i5Cu04_y by Hughes et al.22 is also remarkable. In their
paper, Fig. 4 shows two broad peaks at the energies of present modes 1 and 1+2,
together with a d-band which exhibits the same edge and the same shape as the
overtone band in Fig. 1.

Even more convincing is the comparison presented in Fig. 3, between crLM(w) of
Fig. 1 and the total <r(u>) of an YBa2Cu307 sample with Tc= 90 K, as measured
by Kamaras et al..23 The lowest five far-infrared local modes are found at the same
energies in insulating, e-doped Nd2Cu04_y and in metallic, h-doped YBCO. This
result confirms that the small polaron here observed is a general feature of the Cu-0
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plane, and that it may play a central role in the metallic conductivity of all HCTS.
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Fig. 3. The optical conductivity <7LM(W) of insulating Nd2CuO4_y at 20 K is compared on the same
energy scale with the total cr(u>) of a metallic YBCO crystal at 100 K, as reported in Ref. 23.

4. Conclusion

As already stated, the band observed at 0.1 eV in the photoinduced spectra of
different cuprates has been attributed to polarons on the basis of its lineshape and
its temperature dependence.9 The results discussed in Section 2 provide clearcut
evidence that the corresponding band at 0.1 eV in chemically doped compounds is
also polaronic. Its fine structure is shown to be due to overtones of the local modes
1 and 2 at 183 and 285 cm"1, which strongly depend on doping and temperature.
These features are quite general, as they appear in quite different samples: the
e-doped Nd and Gd cuprates, as well as the h-doped BSYCO. This proves that
the polaron band is intimately linked to the Cu-0 plane. Finally, the polaron fine
structure here observed is consistent with recent calculations of Alexandrov et a/.,
which allow to extend and improve the standard small-polaron model.

In Section 3 we have also shown that the small polaron survives in the metallic
phase of HCTS. Indeed, the polaronic spectrum of Fig. 1 reproduces the extra-
Drude features found in Nd2_ICeICu04_v and YBa2Cu3O7, two superconductors so
different in chemical composition, structure, Tc and carrier charge. Therein, the
polaron band seems to be superimposed to a normal Drude term, due to carriers
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with low effective mass. This is consistent with the presence of a Fermi liquid, sup-
ported by photoemission or transport measurements. Even if further investigations
are certainly needed, the present* results support those theories which attribute to
polarons, and possibly bipolarons, a major role in the transport and in the super-
conducting properties of high-Tc cuprates.
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